Comparison of multiresolution features for texture classification of carotid atherosclerosis from B-mode ultrasound.
In this paper, a multiresolution approach is suggested for texture classification of atherosclerotic tissue from B-mode ultrasound. Four decomposition schemes, namely, the discrete wavelet transform, the stationary wavelet transform, wavelet packets (WP), and Gabor transform (GT), as well as several basis functions, were investigated in terms of their ability to discriminate between symptomatic and asymptomatic cases. The mean and standard deviation of the detail subimages produced for each decomposition scheme were used as texture features. Feature selection included 1) ranking the features in terms of their divergence values and 2) appropriately thresholding by a nonlinear correlation coefficient. The selected features were subsequently input into two classifiers using support vector machines (SVM) and probabilistic neural networks. WP analysis and the coiflet 1 produced the highest overall classification performance (90% for diastole and 75% for systole) using SVM. This might reflect WP's ability to reveal differences in different frequency bands, and therefore, characterize efficiently the atheromatous tissue. An interesting finding was that the dominant texture features exhibited horizontal directionality, suggesting that texture analysis may be affected by biomechanical factors (plaque strains).